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Dialogues in Motion: Unraveling New Dimensions of Geometric Art 

Miami, FL – Miami International Fine Arts in collaboration with Art Nouveau Gallery proudly 
presents "Dialogues in Motion," a captivating exhibition that continues the exploration of 
geometric forms and their dynamic interplay in contemporary art. Curated by Elizabeth 
Hazim Castillo, the exhibition features the innovative works of six distinguished artists: 
Uaio Antor, Fran Camino, Adriana Dorta, Miguel Grillo, Delsy Rubio, and Carlos 
Zerpabzueta. This show, running from May 4th to May 29th, 2024, is a continuation of a 
project initiated in 2020, showcasing the dedication and creative efforts of these artists 
who engage in a visual dialogue through geometry and motion in the context of modern art 
times. 

"Dialogues in Motion" provides a platform for these artists to converse through the 
abstract language of forms, lines, and colors, reflecting their individual perceptions and the 
collective zeitgeist. Art Nouveau Gallery, known for its strong commitment to promoting 
Latin American geometric abstraction since its inception in 1987 by Elizabeth Hazim de 
Castillo. 

Event Details: 

Exhibition Dates: May 4th - 29th, 2024 

Opening Reception: Saturday, May 4th, from 4 to 8 PM 

Location: 5900 Northwest 74th Avenue, Miami, Florida 33166, United States 

Admission: Free 

About Art Nouveau Gallery: Founded in Maracaibo, Venezuela in 1987 and expanded to 
Miami, Art Nouveau Gallery has been a steadfast promoter of emerging and established 
artists specializing in Abstraction and Geometric Abstraction. Under the leadership of 
Elizabeth Hazim de Castillo, the gallery has become a significant player in both the local 



and international art scene, known for its participation in major art fairs and for fostering an 
appreciation of Latin American art, particularly Venezuelan. 

About Miami International Fine Arts (MIFA): Miami International Fine Arts is a cornerstone 
in the promotion of artistic education and exploration in Miami. With a focus on inclusivity 
and collaboration, MIFA is dedicated to being a hub of innovation and artistic celebration, 
strengthening community ties through art. 

Media Contact: 

Name: Carlos Martinez Leon 

Email: martinezleon@mifamiami.com 

For more information about the exhibition and other events, please visit 
www.mifamiami.com. 

IMAGES FOR THE EDITOR. 

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/la70t8u8riqub9bm75jap/AKhb7hoyqV-Ltp-
DQacF2yc?rlkey=9y9oibk4vce39irk8y8e6byvd&st=681gp639&dl=0  
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